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With the introduction of the FREE Primary Books Scheme, 
you’ll now have funds from the government to source 
copy books and work books to support the best learning 
journey for your pupils.

As the No.1 copy book brand in Ireland, and made in 
Europe to the highest eco-standards, here at AISLING we 
can help you navigate these new requirements.

Have a browse through our brochure, or visit our website 
at www.aislingstationery.com to submit an order request 
or register your interest or to request a call.

We look forward to hearing from you!

Welcome

1930
The first AISLING books are 
manufactured at Hanover 
Quay, Dublin

1968
Growing strong, AISLING 
represents 20% of the 
copy book market

1990
No.1 brand in Ireland with 
over 50% of all school 
children using an AISLING 
copy book

2000
Partnership with the  
Tree Council of Ireland to  
raise awareness of native 
Irish trees as featured 
on the back of AISLING 
copy books

2023
AISLING pledges to plant 
and protect a tree for 
every school in Ireland 
by 2024, creating the first  
AISLING Native Woodland.
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Writing Copy Books
200 x 160mm (8 x 6.5”)

Sum Copy Books 
200 x 160mm (8 x 6.5”)

• Ruled with 8mm feints and a margin

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Ruled with 7mm squares

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

46666 | ASX7 | 120 page

85837 | ASX3/C3 | 40 page

46932  | ASX6 | 88 page

65933 | ASX13/C3/120 | 120 page

85836 | ASX2 | 40 page

46661 | ASX13/C3 | 88 page

In Irish and English
AISLING copy books feature 
both Irish and English language 
text on the covers to support 
the curriculum requirement of 
teaching and learning both 
languages in school.

Made in
Europe

AISLING Copy Books
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Sustainable paper banding 
has helped us eliminate over 
60 tonnes of single-use plastic 
per year since 2020.
That’s equivalent to:

60 polar bears, 30 giraffes,  
20 Black rhinos, 13 hippos or  
6 bush elephants! 

Paper banding

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



• Education-standard 75gsm smooth 
white paper

• 32 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

85824 | ASJ07 | Ruled with 20mm squares

85887 | ASXP15A | Top half plain and 
bottom half ruled with 12mm feints

85820 | ASJ04 | Plain unruled

85885 | ASXP15 | Top half plain and 
bottom half ruled with 15mm feints

85882 | ASXP/NS | Ruled with 8mm feints 
on one side and plain on the reverse

• Education-standard 75gsm smooth 
white paper

• 32 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

85841 | ASX310 | 10mm squared85826 | ASJ09 | 15mm feints85825 | ASJ08 | 10mm feints

AISLING Junior Copy Books
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Junior Copy Books
200 x 160mm (8 x 6.5”)

Lifetime Warranty
Designed fit-for purpose and made from quality 
materials, our promise to you is that an AISLING 
product will stand the test of time, from the very 
first to the very last page. 

If it has not lasted its expected lifetime, when used 
under normal circumstances, we’ll replace the 
product free of charge.

Junior Copy Books
226 x 178mm (9 x 7”)
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• Education-standard 75gsm smooth 
white paper

• 32 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Education-standard 75gsm smooth 
white paper

• 32 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• Ruled with 7mm feints

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

 

85844 | ASXB4 | Narrow-ruled  
4 mm feints centred on 15mm red lines

85829 | ASJ11 | Plain unruled

46660 | ASNB4 | 100 page | Pack of 10

85842 | ASXB2 | Wide-ruled  
6mm feints centred on 20mm red lines

85828 | ASJ10 | Ruled with 15mm feints

85831 | ASNB3 | 48 page | Pack of 12

AISLING Junior Copy Books & Notebooks
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Junior Handwriting 
Books
165 x 200mm (6.5 x 8”)

Junior Copy Books
165 x 200mm (6.5 x 8”)

Junior Notebooks
A6+ (165 x 100mm)

 Buying AISLING protects trees
For decades we’ve been featuring the Tree Council of Ireland’s logo and native tree facts 
in Irish and English on the back of our AISLING copy books to drive awareness in schools 
and support their mission to foster a tree culture in Ireland.

This year, we have pledged to plant a tree for every school in Ireland by 2024. With the 
first phase of planting underway, you can be confident that when you buy AISLING you 
are also helping to plant and protect trees for our future generations.
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• Education-standard 75gsm 
smooth white paper

• 32 page

• Durable cover to protect 
important records

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Education-standard 75gsm smooth 
white paper

• 32 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• 120 page

• Bright heavy-duty cover

• Stapled

• Pack of 10

• Extra strong 90gsm smooth white paper

• 48 page

• Twinwire

• Pack of 4

46631 | ASB3 | Account ledger and 
8mm lined

46630 | ASB2 | Account treble cash 
and 8mm lined

46629 | ASB1 | Account 7 column 
analysis and 8mm lined

46632 | ASBM | Ruled with 8mm feints 
and a margin

46633 | ASE4 | Ruled with 8mm feints 
and a margin

38696 | AMM4S | Ruled with 
12 music staves

AISLING Business Books & Manuscripts
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Business Study 
Books
A4

Memorandum 
Book
A4

Manuscript 
Book
A4

Music Manuscript 
Book
A4+

Quality paper from 
sustainable forests

Preservation of the environment and creating a sustainable supply chain is 
at the heart of our business. 

Based in the EU, our factory is situated near to our paper mills, and 
minimises our carbon footprint. In addition, our factory has achieved FSC® 
(FSC - C092742) and PEFC (PEFC/19-31-05) accreditations for sourcing 
materials from sustainably managed forests and following best practices 
throughout the production process and supply chain.
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• Ruled with 8mm feints and a margin 

• Helps relieve visual stress, ideal for 
dyslexic students 

• 50 leaf / 100 page

• Pre-punched with 2 holes

• Sturdy backing board

• Taped

• Pack of 6

56196 | AHACFM | Cream paper

56197 | AHAYFM | Yellow paper

56191 | AHABFM | Blue paper

46862 | A4FMH 

56193 | AHAPFM | Pink paper

96884 | AFC1TMP

56194 | AHAGFM | Green paper

Refill Pad

• Ruled with 8mm feints and a margin 

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• 60 leaf / 120 page

• Pre-punched with 2 holes

• Sturdy backing board

• Taped

• Pack of 10

• Designed to fit A1 Flip Chart Easels

• Plain 

• Premium matte paper to eliminate 
bleed through

• 40 leaf / 80 page

• Pre-punched with 2 holes

• Stitched

• Pack of 5

AISLING Refill Pads
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Tinted Paper  
Refill Pads
A4

Refill Pad
A4

Flip Chart Pad
800 x 580mm

1 in 10 of us are 
affected by 
dyslexia*

- patterns, stripes, black/
white and colour contrast 
can be stressful and lead 
to headaches, fatigue,  
and anxiety

- the environment may 
be seem distorted so 
stationary objects can 
blur, move and change

Tinted paper is now widely 
recognised as an essential 
special needs support for 
the visual stress symptoms 
associated with dyslexia, 
Irlen’s syndrome and for 
those struggling to focus.

*Dyslexia Association of Ireland
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Scrapbook
A4+ (339 x 240mm)

• Ruled with 8mm feints and margin

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• 160 page

• With strong sewnbound spine to
keep pages in one place

• Pack of 3

• Choose from Blue A4 or A5 and
Black A4

• Ruled with 5mm squares

• Quality 70gsm smooth white paper

• 120 page

• With strong sewnbound spine to
keep pages in one place

• Pack of 5

• Red A4

• Blue sugar paper, perfect for crafting

• 36 page

• Stapled

• Pack of 6 assorted covers

65934 | ACBA4BKT51775 | ACBA4 | A4 Blue
51777 | ACBA5 | A5 Blue

56198 | ACBA4PM

46861 | ASCB6 

AISLING Notebooks
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Hardback 
Notebook
Lined

Hardback 
Notebook
Squared

For more information 
or to place an order:

Visit www.aislingstationery.com

Email salesdublin@antalis.ie

Call 01 876 3188

Alternatively you can complete the attached order 
form and email dublin@antalis.ie or send to:

Antalis Ltd
Century Business Park
St. Margaret’s Road
Finglas
Dublin 11

How to order

100% recyclable 
paper

You can be confident that 
your AISLING paper is 100% 
recyclable; as a plant-based 
material, it can be recycled back 
into the process up to 7 times.

Printed with
solvent-free ink

At AISLING we print with 
water-based and solvent-free 
ink to ensure that no harmful 
chemicals impact our supply 
chain or the end user. 

Lifetime
Warranty

Quality paper from
sustainable forests

Printed with
solvent-free ink

Paper
banding

100% 
recyclable paper

Buying AISLING
protects trees

Made in
Europe

Made 
in Europe

AISLING superior quality 
education-standard copy books 
are manufactured in the EU.


